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Excitons in a photosynthetic light-harvesting system: A combined molecular dynamics, quantum
chemistry, and polaron model study

Ana Damjanovic´,* Ioan Kosztin,† Ulrich Kleinekathöfer,‡ and Klaus Schulten
Beckman Institute and Department of Physics, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801
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The dynamics of pigment-pigment and pigment-protein interactions in light-harvesting complexes is studied
with an approach that combines molecular dynamics simulations with quantum chemistry calculations and a
polaron model analysis. The molecular dynamics simulation of light-harvesting~LH! complexes was per-
formed on an 87 055 atom system comprised of a LH-II complex ofRhodospirillum molischianumembedded
in a lipid bilayer and surrounded with appropriate water layers. For each of the 16 B850 bacteriochlorophylls
~BChls!, we performed 400ab initio quantum chemistry calculations on geometries that emerged from the
molecular dynamical simulations, determining the fluctuations of pigment excitation energies as a function of
time. From the results of these calculations we construct a time-dependent Hamiltonian of the B850 exciton
system from which we determine within linear response theory the absorption spectrum. Finally, a polaron
model is introduced to describe both the excitonic and coupled phonon degrees of freedom by quantum
mechanics. The exciton-phonon coupling that enters into the polaron model, and the corresponding phonon
spectral function, are derived from the molecular dynamics and quantum chemistry simulations. The model
predicts that excitons in the B850 BChl ring are delocalized over five pigments at room temperature. Also, the
polaron model permits the calculation of the absorption and circular dichroism spectra of the B850 excitons
from the sole knowledge of the autocorrelation function of the excitation energies of individual BChls, which
is readily available from the combined molecular dynamics and quantum chemistry simulations. The obtained
results are found to be in good agreement with the experimentally measured absorption and circular dichroism
spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Life on earth is sustained through photosynthesis. The
tial step of photosynthesis involves absorption of light by
so-called light-harvesting~LH! antennae complexes, an
funneling of the resulting electronic excitation to the pho
synthetic reaction center@1–4#. In the case of purple bacte
ria, light-harvesting complexes are ring-shaped aggregate
proteins that contain two types of pigments, bacteriochlo
phylls ~BChls! and carotenoids. The recent solution of t
atomic level structure of the light-harvesting complex
~LH-II ! of two species of purple bacteria,Rhodopseudomo
nas (Rps.) acidophila@5# and Rhodospirillum (Rs.) molis-
chianum@6#, has opened the door to an understanding of
structure-function relationship in these proteins. Figure
shows the structure of LH-II ofRs. molischianumin its
membrane-water environment. LH-II is an octamer, cons
ing of eight a- and eightb- protein subunits which bind
noncovalently the following pigments: eight BChls that a
sorb at 800 nm and are referred to as B800 BChls, 16 BC
that absorb at 850 nm and are referred to as B850 BChls,
eight carotenoids which absorb at 500 nm. The pigment s
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tem of LH-II is shown in Fig. 2. The difference in absorptio
maxima between various pigments funnels electronic exc
tion within LH-II; pigments with higher excitation energ
pass on their excitation to the pigments with lower excitat
energy. As a result, energy absorbed by the caroten
@7–13# or the B800 BChls@14–16#, is funneled into the
B850 ring. The B850 ring, in turn, transfers the electron
excitation to a BChl ring in another light-harvesting compl
@17,18#, LH-I, which is directly surrounding the photosyn
thetic reaction center. The B850 ring, thus, serves as a lin
a chain of excitation transfer steps which result ultimately
excitation of the photosynthetic reaction center@19–22#.

The B800 and B850 BChls have in common a tetrapy
moiety that includes the electronically excitedp-electron
system; they differ only in the length of their phytyl cha
@6#. The difference in the absorption maxima arises throu
the difference in their ligation sites. Protein residues at
ligation site, especially aromatic, charged or polar ones
well as hydrogen bonds between pigment and protein r
dues can shift the absorption maxima of pigments@24#.
However, the difference in absorption maxima is also evok
through excitonic interactions between the B850 BChls@25#.
The p-electron systems of neighboring B850 BChls are
van der Waals contact@6#, giving rise to strong couplings
between their electronic excitations. This coupling leads
coherently delocalized electronic excitations, so-called ex
tons @26#.

What is intriguing about the light-harvesting complex
of purple bacteria is their circular symmetry: LH-II ofRs.
molischianumis an octamer; LH-II ofRps. acidophilais a
nonamer@5#; electron density projection maps indicate th
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Top: Top view of the LH-II octameric complex
of Rs. molischianum@6# embedded into a lipid bilayer that fits int
a hexagonal unit cell. The simulated system consists of an infin
periodic repeat of this unit cell. The lipids, 267 molecules of palm
toyloleoylphosphatidylcholine~POPC!, are shown in brown, with
phosphorus atoms in yellow. Thea- and b-protein subunits of
LH-II are shown in blue and magenta, respectively; bacteriochlo
phylls are shown in green, carotenoids in yellow. Bottom: Side v
of LH-II in the lipid-water environment. For clarity, the front half o
the lipids is not displayed. The color code is the same as for the
view; however, thea-helical segments of the protein subunits a
rendered as cylinders. Water molecules are shown in light blue.
can recognize two ring-shaped clusters of BChl molecules~green!.
A ring of eight ~only four visible! BChls at the top is formed by the
B800 BChls; a ring of 16 BChls~only partially visible! at the bot-
tom is formed by 16 B850 BChls.~Produced with the program
VMD @23#!.
03191
LH-I of Rs. rubrumis a hexadecamer@27#. This poses the
question whether the circular shape plays a functional r
In @18# we have constructed an effective Hamiltonian to d
scribe the excitons formed by theQy excitations of B850
BChls. The Hamiltonian was assumed to exhibit a perf
eightfold symmetry axis for a ring of 16 B850 BChls. In th
case of such ideal symmetry, stationary states, the excit
have optical properties characteristic of the symmetry. T
dipole strength is unequally distributed among the excito
states. In fact, two degenerate excitonic states carry alm
all of the dipole strength. This property facilitates over
absorption, since the two degenerate states each absorb
the strength of eight BChls. Furthermore, an energy trap
formed; the lowest exciton state carries very small dip
strength, making fluorescence negligible. As a result, t
state, when populated through thermal redistribution, tr
effectively the excitation energy. However, this scena
holds only as long as the symmetry is not broken sign
cantly.

Interactions of BChls with its protein environment
LH-II of Rs. molischianum, together with thermal motions
give rise to static and dynamic disorder which manifests
self through distortions of the eightfold symmetry. The cla
sification of disorder is based on the time-scale of prot
thermal motions compared to the characteristic times of
sorption, fluorescence, and excitation transfer. If the prot
motion is slow compared to the latter processes, the effec
the environment can be considered as static; otherwise,
effect is dynamic. The nature of the disorder~static or dy-
namic! is reflected in the line-shape functions characteriz
the energy dependence of optical absorption and emis
processes. It is important to know these functions wh
studying energy transfer between two molecules since t
overlap determines the transfer rate.

The disorder in LH-II affects the energy level structu
and optical properties of excitonic states that in turn infl
ence absorption, fluorescence, and excitation transfer. To
derstand the dynamics of LH-II it is necessary to quantify
extent of disorder. One measure of the effect of disorde
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Side view of the arrangement of BChl and car
tenoid pigments in LH-II with the protein components of LH-
stripped away. BChls are presented as green squares. Sixteen
BChls are arranged in the bottom ring and eight B800 BChls in
top ring. Eight carotenoids, shown in yellow, were identified in t
crystal structure at the positions shown~produced with the program
VMD @23#!.
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EXCITONS IN A PHOTOSYNTHETIC LIGHT- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031919
the exciton delocalization length~see, for example,@28,29#!.
For a completely symmetric aggregate at temperatureT
50 K, the exciton delocalization length is equal to the to
number of BChls, in the case of LH-II ofRs. molischianum,
16. With increased disorder the coherence of the delocal
states is lost, and the excitons become confined to a sm
number of BChls@29#.

Exciton delocalization in light-harvesting complexes
purple bacteria has been a subject of extensive experime
study. Nonlinear absorption@30#, circular dichroism@31#,
femtosecond transient absorption@32#, fluorescence@33#,
pump-probe@34#, photon echo@35# and single-molecule ex
periments@36# techniques have been employed to study
citon delocalization length, resulting in vastly different es
mates which range from delocalization over two BChls@37#
to delocalization over the entire ring@30#. One of the obvious
explanations for different estimates of exciton delocalizat
are differences in the definition of observables as well
differences in the temperature at which experiments w
performed.

It appears desirable to complement the experimental
servations of the effect of disorder on the exciton system
light-harvesting proteins by simulations. Such simulatio
can provide a detailed, atomic level picture of the disor
and its effect. However, the required simulations are
tremely demanding. On the one hand, one needs to simu
the classical motion of light-harvesting proteins in their na
ral lipid-water environment under periodic boundary con
tions ~to avoid finite size effects! and under the influence o
full electrostatics~dipolar forces play a key role in mem
brane systems!. On the other hand, one needs to carry out
combination with the classical simulations, quantum che
cal calculations that account for the coupling between p
tein dynamics and electronic properties of the BChl syste
Fortunately, the necessary calculations have become fea
recently. Naturally, limitations in regard to short sampli
times and still rather crude quantum chemical descripti
still exist. Nevertheless, a description of static and dyna
disorder based on computer simulations, rather than onad
hoc assumptions, would constitute a great step forward
our understanding of the light harvesting apparatus in ph
synthesis. This is particularly true since the apparatus
based on aggregates of numerous pigments, the functi
properties of which are sensitive to thermal fluctuations
model that includes complete information on the actual d
order and its effect on the electronic properties also provi
an opportunity to improve the analysis of experimental da

In this paper we investigate the effect of thermal disor
on excitons in LH-II at room temperature. We employ a co
bined molecular dynamics/quantum chemistry approach
establish an effective time-dependent Hamiltonian for theQy
excitations of B850 BChls. This Hamiltonian is used in
quantum mechanical treatment from which the spectral c
acteristics of the B850 BChl system results. The descrip
is then recast into a polaron model that treats both nuc
motion and electronic degrees of freedom on an equal~quan-
tum mechanical! footing. The theory underlying our analys
of spectral properties is outlined in Sec. II; the methods e
ployed for combined molecular dynamics and quant
03191
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chemistry simulations are described in Sec. III; results,
gether with the theory of the polaron model, are presen
and discussed in Secs. IV and V. Conclusions are state
Sec. VI.

II. THEORY AND COMPUTATION OF SPECTRAL
PROPERTIES

We describe the electronic properties of the B850 BC
in LH-II under the assumption that the rest of LH-II, i.e
protein, B800 BChls, and lycopenes, merely play the role
a thermal bath. The total Hamiltonian for this BChl-bath sy
tem can be written

Ĥ5ĤBChl1ĤBChl2Bath1ĤBath . ~1!

The individual Hamiltonians in Eq.~1! can be further de-
composed as

ĤBChl5Tel1Tnuc1Vel2el1Vel2nuc1Vnuc2nuc, ~2!

ĤBChl2Bath5Vel2Bath1Vnuc2Bath, ~3!

ĤBath5TBath1VBath2Bath . ~4!

The indices of the quantities introduced in Eqs.~1!–~4! are
chosen in an obvious manner to define the partial Hami
nians sufficiently. Due to the large mass difference of el
trons and nuclei, we separate BChl degrees of freedom
‘‘light’’ and ‘‘heavy’’ ones, i.e., electronic and nuclear. W
introduce the following set of indices:r 5(rW1 ,rW2 , . . . ,rWNel

)

for all of the electronic degrees of freedom of BChl;R

5(RW 1 ,RW 2 , . . . ,RW Nnuc
) for all of the nuclear degrees of free

dom of BChl; andZ5(ZW 1 ,ZW 2 , . . . ,ZW NBath
) for all of the bath

degrees of freedom. IndexZ labels bath atoms as a whole
i.e., the splitting of the bath degrees of freedom into nucl
and electronic is neglected.

According to the Born-Oppenheimer~BO! approximation
@38# we assume that the electrons move adiabatically i
potential that depends parametrically on the atomic coo
nates of BChl and bath. IfĤBChl describes a single BChl, th
above approximation applies well. The energy gap betw
the ground state and the lowest singlet excited stateQy , the
relevant states, measures about 1.5 eV, which is too large
vibrationally induced transitions to occur, i.e., the BO a
proximation holds well. However, ifĤBChl describes an en
tire B850 BChl ring~comprised of 16 BChls!, energy gaps
between 16 excitonic states are much smaller and vibrat
might induce transitions between these states. Therefore
an intermediate step, we will neglect the coupling betwe
the B850 BChls and, using this simplification, we will deriv
the parameters that enter into a so-called polaron mo
which describes vibronic coupling to the electronic degre
of freedom, treating both excitons and vibrations quant
9-3
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DAMJANOVIĆ, KOSZTIN, KLEINEKATHÖFER, AND SCHULTEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 031919
mechanically. Nevertheless, in the treatment of the pola
model the fullĤBChl Hamiltonian is considered.

Within the framework of the BO approximation we co
struct the Schro¨dinger equation for the electronic wave fun
tion, which depends parametrically on the nuclear coo
natesR and coordinates of bath atomsZ @38#

Ĥel
i ~R,Z!fa

i ~r i ;R,Z!5ea
i ~r i ;R,Z!fa

i ~r i ;R,Z!. ~5!

HereĤel
i is the electronic Hamiltonian of thei th B850 BChl

Ĥel
i ~R,Z!5Tel1Vel2el1Vel2nuc1Vel2Bath , ~6!

ea
i and fa

i are theath eigenvalue and eigenvector, respe
tively, of the i th BChl. At the moment we are only intereste
in the ground and theQy electronic state of BChl. The elec
tronic problem stated in Eqs.~5! and ~6! has been solved
with the quantum chemistry packageGAUSSIAN 98 @39#, as
explained in Sec. III.

The equations of motions of the nuclear and bath deg
of freedom are solved in the framework of the BO appro
mation, i.e., neglecting the nonadiabatic coupling@38,40#

Ĥnuc1Bath~R,Z!5Tnuc1TBath1Vnuc2nuc~R!

1VBath2Bath~Z!1Vnuc2Bath~R,Z!

1e i
a~R,Z!. ~7!

Dynamics of the nuclear and bath degrees of freedom ca
described through classical molecular dynamics simulatio
The trajectory of nuclear and bath coordinates@R(tk),Z(tk)#,
being specified at various momentstk , can be generated a
described in Sec. III. For fixedR(tk) and Z(tk) energies of
the ground state,e0

i (tk), and of the excitedQy state,eQy

i (tk),

will be calculated for each BChli , i 51,2, . . .,16.

A. Time-dependent Hamiltonian of the B850 Ring

We construct now the time-dependent electronic Ham
tonian Ĥ(t) of the BChl ring. The time dependence
03191
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Ĥ(t)5Ĥ„R(t),Z(t)… arises through vibrational motions o
the nuclear and bath degrees of freedom. The electro
Hamiltonian is expressed in the basis comprised of
ground state of the B850 ring

u0&5)
i

uf0
i & ~8!

and of the 16Qy excitations of individual BChls

u i &5ufQy

i &)
j Þ i

uf0
j &, ~9!

whereuf0
i & andufQy

i & denote the ground and theQy excited

state of thei th BChl. It is assumed that the states defined
Eqs.~8! and ~9! are time independent and orthonormal, i.
^ i u j &5d i , j for i , j 50,1, . . . . TheHamiltonian now reads
@38#

Ĥ~ t !5H0~ t !u0&^0u1Ĥ1~ t !(
i 51

16

u i &^ i u, ~10!

where

H0~ t !5(
i

e0
i ~ t ! ~11!

and

Ĥ1~ t !5H0~ t !1 (
i , j 51

16

@d i , j„eQy

i ~ t !2e0
i ~ t !…

1~12d i , j !Wi , j~ t !#u i &^ j u#. ~12!

The right-hand term in Hamiltonian~12! describes the inter-
actions betweenQy excitations of all the BChls of the B850
ring, and can be rewritten as
Ĥ~ t !exc51
e1~ t !

e2~ t !

•
•
•

Wi j ~ t !

•
•
•

•
•

•

Wji ~ t ! •
•

•

e16~ t !

2 . ~13!
9-4
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EXCITONS IN A PHOTOSYNTHETIC LIGHT- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031919
Here we definee i(t)5eQy

i (t)2e0
i (t) and Wi , j (t) is the

induced-dipole–induced-dipole coupling between BChli
and j

Wi j ~ t !5CS nW i~ t !•nW j~ t !

r i j ~ t !3
2

3„rW i j ~ t !•nW i~ t !…„rW i j ~ t !•nW j~ t !…

r i j ~ t !5 D ,

~14!

wherenW j (t) are unit vectors describing the direction of th
transition dipole momentsdW j of the ground state→Qy state
transition of thej th BChl, i.e., nW j (t)5dW j (t)/udW j (t)u, and it
points from the N atom of pyrol II to the N atom of pyrol IV
in BChl j for a snapshot taken at timet. Furthermore,rW jk(t)
connects the coordinates of the Mg atoms of BChlj and
BChl k at timet. C is a constant proportional to the square
the magnitude of the transition dipole, assumed to be c
stant, and is set to 21.12 Å3 eV. The latter value is obtaine
when a computationally determined value ofC
564.38 Å3 eV @18#, which corresponds to a transition dipo
moment of 11 D, is rescaled to match the experimental va
6.3 D @19# of the transition dipole moment. For simplicity w
assume that the coupling between neighboring~and all other!
BChls is given byWi j (t), even though the short distanc
between neighboring BChls does not justify limitation
only the leading term of a multipole expansion. We no
however, that the amplitude of calculated variations
Wi j (t) is two orders of magnitude smaller than that for t
diagonal matrix elementse i(t) ~see Sec. IV!, and that the
error involved in the treatment will not alter the qualitativ
behavior of the system.

The formal solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation for HamiltonianĤ(t)exc @40#

i\
]uC~ t !&exc

]t
5Ĥ~ t !excuC~ t !&exc, ~15!

can be written

uC~ t !&exc5Ũ~ t,t0!uC~ t0!&exc, ~16!

whereŨ(t,t0) is the time-development operator. By dividin
the time interval@ t,t0# into N smaller intervals,Ũ(t,t0) can
be written (t5tN)

Ũ~ t,t0!5Ũ~ tN ,tN21!Ũ~ tN21 ,tN22!•••Ũ~ t1 ,t0!. ~17!

If N is sufficiently large,Ĥ(t)exc can be considered to b
constant in each time interval@ tk ,tk11#, i.e., Ĥ(t)exc

5Ĥ(tk)
exc for tP@ tk ,tk11#. The time-development operato

Ũ(tk11 ,tk) can then be determined as

Ũ~ tk11 ,tk!5(
m

expF2
i

\
Em

(k)~ tk112tk!G uum& (k) (k)^muu.

~18!
03191
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Here Em
(k) and uum& (k) are eigenvalues and eigenvectors

Ĥ(tk)
exc. The eigenvectors can be expanded

uum& (k)5(
j

cj ,m
(k) u j &. ~19!

The time development operatorŨ(t,t0) can be determined
from combined molecular dynamics and quantum chemis
data. Molecular dynamics simulation will result in a traje
tory of coordinatesR(tk),Z(tk). Based on the coordinate
R(tk), the values ofWi , j (tk) in Hamiltonian ~13! can be
calculated through Eq.~14!. The diagonal matrix elements
e i(tk), were determined with the quantum chemistry progr
GAUSSIAN 98 @39#, as described in Sec. III.

The HamiltonianĤ(tk)
exc can be diagonalized, and th

excitation energiesEn
(k) and eigenvectorsuum& (k) determined.

Calculation of Ũ(t,t0) and uC(t)&exc follows straightfor-
wardly from Eqs.~16!, ~17!, and~18!.

The time development operatorU(t,t0) for the entire
Hamiltonian ~10!, Ĥ(t), can be easily calculated from
Ũ(t,t0). Exploiting orthogonality between ground and e
cited states (̂0u i &50, i 51, . . .,16), and noting thatH0(t)
appearing in Eqs.~10!, ~11!, and~12! is ac number, one can
express

U(t,t0)5expF2
i

\Et0

t

dt8H0(t8)G
3@ u0&^0u1(

i j
@Ũ~ t,t0!# i j u i &^ j u#. ~20!

The solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation as-
sociated withĤ(t) is

uC~ t !&5U~ t,t0!uC~ t0!&. ~21!

B. Absorption spectrum of a coupled chlorophyll aggregate

In the following we will derive an expression for the ab
sorption coefficient for the B850 ring, in the framework
linear response theory. We note that within the dipole
proximation the total HamiltonianĤtot describing the BChl
system and its interaction with the radiation field can
chosen

Ĥtot5Ĥ~ t !2mŴ •EW ~ t !. ~22!

Here Ĥ(t) is the time-dependent Hamiltonian~10! of the
relevant electronic degrees of freedom of the BChl systemm̂
is the dipole moment operator that is actually a sum of dip
moment operators of individual BChlsj, i.e.,

mŴ 5(
j

mŴ j . ~23!

EW (t) is the electric field of the monochromatic radiatio
field, conventionally given in complex form
9-5
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EW ~ t !5Re~E0uW e2 ivt! ~24!

where the unit vectoruW accounts for the polarization of th
radiation field.

The energy absorbed per unit time due to interaction w
the field is

dW

dt
52^mŴ ~ t !&•

dEW

dt
. ~25!

Using Eq.~24! we can write

dW

dt
5

iv

2
E0uW •^mŴ ~ t !&~e2 ivt2eivt!. ~26!

To calculate the absorption rate we need to determine
dipole moment expectation value

mW ~ t !5^Utot
21~ t !mŴ Utot~ t !&, ~27!

whereUtot(t) is the propagator associated with the Ham
tonian ~22! governed by

i\] tUtot~ t !5Htot~ t !Utot~ t !, ~28!

and the initial condition is

Utot~2`!51. ~29!

We account for the effect of the radiation field in an appro
mate fashion decomposingUtot(t) in the form

Utot~ t !5U~ t !@11dU~ t !#, ~30!

dU~2`!50, ~31!

whereU(t) is defined through Eq.~20! for t052`. One can
readily show thatdU(t) obeys to leading order

i\] tdU~ t !'2mŴ ~ t !•EW ~ t !, ~32!

mŴ ~ t !5U21~ t !mŴ U~ t !. ~33!

The corresponding solution is

dU~ t !5
i

\(
b

E
2`

t

dt8m̂b~ t8!Eb~ t8!, ~34!

where we introduced thebth Cartesian components o

mŴ (t),EW (t). From this follows, using Eq.~30!, again account-
ing only for terms to leading order

ma~ t !'m̂a~ t !1
i

\ (
b

E
2`

t

dt8^@m̂a~ t !,m̂b~ t8!#&Eb~ t8!.

~35!

Conventionally, one writes this in the form

ma~ t !5ma
(0)1(

b
E

2`

`

dt8xab~ t,t8!Eb~ t8!, ~36!
03191
h
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where we defined the so-called susceptibility tensor

xab~ t,t8!5
i

\
Q~ t2t8!^@m̂a~ t !,m̂b~ t8!#& ~37!

introducing the Heavyside functionQ(t2t8).
In the following we will assume that the light-harvestin

systems studied are initially in the electronic ground st
u0&, i.e., the susceptibility tensor is in the present case

xa,b~ t,t8!5
i

\
Q~ t2t8!^0u@m̂a~ t !,m̂b~ t8!#u0&. ~38!

Inserting the identity operator

15u0&^0u1 (
k51

16

uk&^ku ~39!

into expression~38!, after some algebra, results in

xab~ t,t8!5
i

\
Q~ t2t8! (

k,l 51

16

$dkadlb@Ũ~ t !Ũ21~ t8!#kl

2dkbdla@Ũ~ t8!Ũ21~ t !#kl%. ~40!

We have introduced here the real quantitiesdka5^0um̂auk&
which denote~theath Cartesian component of! the transition
dipole moments of the individual BChlsk51,2, . . . ,16. Us-
ing the unitarity property@U21(t)# jk5@U(t)#k j* one can
write Eq. ~40!

xab~ t,t8!5
i

\
Q~ t2t8! (

k,l 51

16

dkadlb~@Ũ~ t !Ũ21~ t8!#kl

2@Ũ~ t !Ũ21~ t8!#kl! ~41!

from which follows

xab~ t,t8!52
2

\
Q~ t2t8! (

k,l 51

16

dkadlb Im@Ũ~ t !Ũ21~ t8!#kl .

~42!

Employing the notation in Eq.~16! one can express
Ũ(t,t8)5Ũ(t)Ũ21(t8) and conclude

xab~ t,t8!52
2

\
Q~ t2t8! (

k,l 51

16

dkadlb Im@Ũ~ t,t8!#kl .

~43!

One can now express the dipole moment expecta
value given by Eq.~36! in terms of Eq.~43!. In the following
we are actually considering the ensemble average^•••&e of
the dipole moment

Ma~ t ![^ma~ t !&e

5^ma
(0)&e1(

b
E

2`

`

dt8^xab~ t,t8!&eEb~ t8!. ~44!
9-6
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We will assume that̂ma
(0)&e is time independent. In calcu

lating ^xab(t,t8)&e we are left, according to Eq.~43!, with
expressions of the typêdkadlb@Ũ(t,t8)#kl&e . We assume
that dkadlb are approximately constant over the ensem
and can be replaced bydkadlb. We also assume that th
expressionŝ @Ũ(t,t8)#kl&e are translationally invariant in
time, i.e., are functions oft2t8 only. This permits us to
express

xab~ t2t8!52
2

\
Q~ t2t8! (

k,l 51

16

dkadlb Im^@Ũ~ t2t8,0!#kl&e

~45!

and also

Ma~ t !5^ma
(0)&e1(

b
E

2`

`

dt8xab~ t2t8!Eb~ t8!. ~46!

In the following we introduce the Fourier transform of th
susceptibility tensor,

x̃ab~v!5E
2`

`

dtxab~t!eivt. ~47!

Since in Eq.~46! both Ma(t) andEb(t) are real, it follows
that xab(t) must also be real@cf. Eqs. ~42! and ~43!#, and
from Eq. ~47! this yields the expression

x̃ab~v!5x̃ab* ~2v!. ~48!

Combining Eq.~24! with Eqs.~46! and ~47!, one obtains

Ma~ t !5^ma
(0)&e1

1

2 (
b

@x̃ab~2v!eivt

1x̃ab~v!e2 ivt#ubE0 . ~49!

We can now determine the absorption rate for radiation

employing this expression instead of^mŴ (t)& in Eq. ~26!. In
doing so we consider the time average~denoted by an over
bar! over a cycle of the radiation field and useexp(6ivt)
50. This yields

dW

dt
5

1

4
ivE0

2(
ab

uaub@x̃ab~2v!2x̃ab~v!#. ~50!

Using Eq.~48! one can express

dW

dt
52

1

4
ivE0

2(
ab

uaub@x̃ab* ~v!2x̃ab~v!#. ~51!

Expression Eq.~51! describes the absorption of radiatio
with a fixed polarizationuW 5(u1 ,u2 ,u3)T. We are actually
interested in absorption of light of any polarization and co
ing from any direction. Carrying out the corresponding av
age ^•••& rad amounts to replacing in Eq.~51! uaub by
2
3 dab . The respective absorption rate is described by
03191
e

y

-
-

K dW

dt L
rad

52
1

6
ivE0

2(
a

@x̃aa* ~v!2x̃aa~v!# ~52!

which can also be written

K dW

dt L
rad

5
v

3
tr Im x̃~v!E0

2 . ~53!

With the definition of the field intensityI 5(c/2p)E0
2 one

can write this

K dW

dt L
rad

5a~v!I , ~54!

where the absorption coefficient is@38#

a~v!5
2pv

3c
tr Im x̃~v!. ~55!

Using Eq.~41! one then obtains the expression

a~v!5
4pv

3\nc
ReE

0

`

dt exp@ ivt# (
k,l 51

16

dW kdW l$^@Ũ~ t,0!#kl&e

2^@Ũ~ t,0!# lk* &e%. ~56!

Finally, the line shape function can be expressed in term
the absorption coefficient@38#

I ~v!5
3c

4p2vudu2
a~v!, ~57!

where udu2 is the mean square of the dipole moment of t
system.

The absorption coefficient for a single BChl follows fro
the above expression~56! by setting

Ũ jk~ tm ,t0!5d jk )
l 51

m

expF2
i

\
e j~ t l 21!~ t l 2t l 21!G ,

~58!

wheree i(t l ) is the excitation energy of BChl at timet l of
the simulation. By inserting Eq.~58! into Eq.~56!, and using
Eq. ~57! one obtains a familiar expression for the line-sha
function @41# for a single BChl

I ~v!5
1

2p
ReE

2`

`

dt expF i S v2
e0

\ D t G
3K exp2

i

\E0

t

dt8de~ t8!L . ~59!

Here the sum in Eq.~58! has been replaced by an integr
ande0 is the average value ofe(t) ~we dropped the indexj,
that labels the BChls!; we also definedde(t)5e(t)2e0 and
t050.
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TABLE I. Partial charges for geometry optimized BChl~phytyl tail omitted!, calculated with the program
JAGUAR @51#, with the ESP method~charge, dipole, quadrupole, and octupole moment being the ESP
straints! and the 6-31G** basis set. To hydrogen atoms bonded to the same carbon we assigned an a
charge. Charges for the phytyl tail were those presented in@52,53#.

Atom Charge Atom Charge Atom Charge

MG 1.025 71 CMB 20.192 50 O1A 20.580 93
NA 20.333 07 C3B 20.412 35 O2A 20.459 50
NB 20.729 80 CAB 0.780 53 CP1 20.110 67
NC 20.284 98 CBB 20.352 30 HBH 0.190 15
ND 20.505 05 OBB 20.565 00 HCH 0.231 06
C1A 20.282 40 C2C 0.415 96 HDH 0.168 50
CHA 0.463 88 CMC 20.257 79 H2A 0.187 19
C4D 0.024 22 C3C 0.113 49 HAA1,2 0.054 60
C1B 0.481 04 CAC 0.195 97 H3A 20.030 04
CHB 20.717 96 CBC 20.268 71 HMA1,2,3 0.132 407
C4A 0.398 74 C2D 0.058 22 HMB1,2,3 0.074 4133
C1C 0.234 33 CMD 20.466 69 HBB1,2,3 0.099 8467
CHC 20.656 35 C3D 20.301 34 H2C 20.056 94
C4B 0.555 91 CAD 0.887 25 HMC1,2,3 0.049 4933
C1D 0.178 38 OBD 20.601 37 H3C 20.011 65
CHD 20.281 83 CBD 21.109 06 HAC1,2 20.037 69
C4C 20.133 50 CGD 1.119 71 HBC1,2,3 0.050 3367
C2A 20.308 87 O1D 20.643 36 HMD1,2,3 0.140 277
CAA 0.086 25 O2D 20.389 98 HBD 0.309 39
C3A 0.483 83 CED 20.201 37 HED1,2,3 0.1239 83
CMA 20.533 52 CBA 20.608 70 HBA1,2 0.161 22
C2B 0.114 99 CGA 0.976 54 HP11,12 0.1688 95
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III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

In this section we will describe methodological details
the molecular dynamics~MD! simulation on LH-II as well as
of the quantum chemistry on BChls.

A. Molecular dynamics simulation

The simulated system, shown in Fig. 1, consists of
LH-II protein surrounded by a lipid bilayer and a 35 Å
layer of water molecules. The system has been constructe
four steps,~i!–~iv!.

Step~i!. Using X-PLOR @42# we added hydrogen atoms t
the published structure of an LH-II octamer@6#, protein data
bank entry 1LGH. Hydrogen atoms of BChls and lycope
were constructed by employing the ‘‘add all hydrogen
command from the molecular editor inQUANTA @43#. The
new structure, containing explicitly all hydrogen atoms, w
subjected to a series of minimization steps usingX-PLOR

@42#.
Step ~ii !. The modeled LH-II structure was placed in a

elementary cell that was periodically extended. The cell h
the shape of a hexagonal prism. Accordingly, we plac
LH-II into a hexagonally shaped patch of lipid bilayer. W
chose for the hexagon a side of lengtha560 Å; the height of
the bilayer was about 42 Å.

The lipids employed were palmitoyloleoylphosphatidy
choline~POPC!. Ten lipid molecules were placed within th
central opening of the LH-II@see Fig. 2~a!# and 257 lipids
03191
f

e

in

e
’

s

d
d

were placed around the protein. The number of lipids in
center were chosen according to the available area in
LH-II center and to the surface area of equilibrated PO
lipids @44#. The chosen number is also justifieda posteriori
since the central opening of LH-II remained constant in s
during the subsequent equilibration described below.

Step ~iii !. Two water layers, with 35 Å combined thick
ness, of the same hexagonal shape as that of the lipid bil
(a560 Å), were added to both sides of the system, by
moving all water molecules within 2.4 Å distance fro
heavy atoms of protein or lipids.

Step ~iv!. Electrostatic forces were calculated using t
particle-mesh-Ewald method~PME!. To assure neutrality of
the system, required by this method, we added 16 Cl2 ions
to the simulated system, and placed them not closer t
5 Å from the protein residues at positions of minimal ele
trostatic energy. However, due to the high mobility of t
ions, the original positions chosen were largely irrelevan

Input files for the MD simulation were prepared with th
programX-PLOR @42#. We used the CHARMM22 force field
@45,46# to describe protein and lipids. For water we em
ployed the TIP3 model@47#, omitting internal geometry con
straints@48–50#. Ground state partial charges for the geo
etry minimized structure of BChl~phytyl tail omitted! were
calculated with the programJAGUAR @51#, employing the
electrostatic potential~ESP! method~charge, dipole, quadru
pole, and octupole moment being the ESP constraints! and a
6-31G** basis set. The calculated charges are presente
9-8
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EXCITONS IN A PHOTOSYNTHETIC LIGHT- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031919
Table I. We note here that we used fixed ground state cha
for BChls throughout the simulation. The remaining for
field parameters for the BChls were chosen as those
sented in@52,53#. Force field parameters for lycopene we
assigned with the programQUANTA @43# by exploitingQUAN-

TA’S display parameter file.
As pointed out above, the simulated system was first s

jected to energy minimizations inX-PLOR @42#. Additional
minimizations, equilibration, and MD simulations were pe
formed using the molecular dynamics programNAMD, ver-
sion 2 @54#. We used theSHAKE constraint for all hydrogen
atoms. For the dielectric constant we chose the valuee51;
the integration time step during the equilibration phase of
simulation was 2 fs. The equilibration was carried out fo
time period of 2 ns under constant pressure and tempera
~NpT ensemble! with a total of 87 055 atoms per elementa
cell, at a pressure of 1 atm and a temperature of 300 K
periodic boundary conditions, calculating electrostatic int
actions in full using the PME method. The cutoff for Ewa
summations was 10 Å. Our choice of a 35 Å water layer, a
a 20 Å layer of lipids between two neighboring LH-II mo
ecules ensures adequate separation between the protein
choice of a hexagonal unit cell, as compared to a squ
shaped unit cell, significantly reduced the size of the sim
lated system.

After the equilibration phase, we performed two molec
lar dynamics runs, using a 1 fsintegration time step. The firs
run was performed for 10 ps, by recording configuratio
every 100 fs. The second run was performed for 800 fs, w
snapshots of the trajectory recorded every 2 fs. The st
tures associated with the latter 2 fs snapshots were use
quantum chemistry calculations of BChl’s excitation en
gies. Due to a need to perform quantum chemistry calc
tions for all 16 BChls of the B850 system, and due to t
high computational effort~calculations on four processors o
Silicon Graphics Origin 2000 required for every snaps
one hour computing time per BChl!, we could only perform
calculations for 400 snapshots.

B. Quantum chemistry calculations

Calculations of the ground and excited state energie
individual BChls have been performed using the progr
GAUSSIAN 98 @39#. The coordinates and charges of the ba
atoms provided a background charge distribution. The ca
lations were performed at the Hartree-Fock/configuration
teraction singles~HF/CIS! level, with the STO-3G basis se
We used this basis set because it is computationally the
expensive, and because our test calculations showed tha
more sophisticated 6-31G* basis set resulted in only sligh
different fluctuations of excitation energies. To further spe
up calculations, we restricted the active space for the
calculations to the ten highest occupied molecular orbi
and to the ten lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, as s
gested in@55#.

The use of theab initio ~HF/CIS! method to calculate
excitation energies versus semiempirical, or classical ca
lations was discussed by the authors in@55#. Even though the
ab initio method predicted incorrectly the average excitat
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energies of BChls~as opposed to the semiempirical metho!,
it predicted well the width of the absorption spectrum, whi
is determined by the fluctuations of the energy values aro
the average value. We, thus, chose to use theab initio
method to determine the fluctuations, while for the avera
excitation energy we used a value of 1.57 eV.

IV. SIMULATED PROTEIN DYNAMICS AND SPECTRA

Below we will first compare the crystal structure of LH-
of Rs. molischianum@6#, used to initiate our simulations
with the structure emerging after 2 ns MD equilibration. W
will then present the spectral properties predicted for
B850 system of LH-II under the influence of thermal flu
tuations as described in combined quantum chemistry, qu
tum mechanics, and classical mechanics calculations.
approach treats the nuclear motion classically. In the follo
ing section, we will cast our results into a polaron model th
describes the vibronic coupling of the B850 exciton syst
at the quantum mechanical level for both nuclear and e
tronic degrees of freedom.

A. Structure of LH-II at room temperature

In order to analyze the geometry of LH-II equilibrated
our MD simulations we performed a 10 ps MD simulatio
run. This permits us to compare the crystallographically
termined structure of LH-II ofRs. molischianumas reported
in @6# with the simulated structure.

1. B850 BChls

The Mg-Mg distances between neighboring B850 BCh
averaged over the 10 ps simulation, are shown in Fig. 3.
average Mg-Mg distances within and betweenab het-
erodimers are 9.8 Å and 8.8 Å, respectively. They differ fro
the corresponding averages in the crystal structure@6#, which
are 9.2 Å within anab heterodimer and 8.9 Å between he
erodimers. Average angles between neighboring BChls
also shown in Fig. 3. The average angles between neigh

FIG. 3. Orientation of B850 BChls resulting from a snapshot
a 10 ps long molecular dynamics simulation. Orientation of theQy

transition dipole moments is indicated by arrows. Angles and d
tances between the nearest neighbors~in degrees and in Å), aver
aged over a 10 ps long simulation, are given on the outside an
the inside of the ring, respectively. The same numbers are show
the right-hand side of the figure, and compared to the angles
distances of the crystal structure.
9-9
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ing BChls are 160.9° within anab heterodimer, and 143.5
between heterodimers. The corresponding angles in the c
tal structure are 167.5° and 147.5°, respectively@6#.

We note here that the average angles and distances r
from a 10 ps sampling. The possibility that, for a 10 ps lo
sampling, a structural inhomogeneity arises can be infe
from the fact that one of the BChls Mg-Mg interheterodim
distances was found to be much larger (10.4 Å) than
average distance (8.6 Å). This structural inhomogeneity w
likely disappear for longer sampling times.

2. B800 BChls

The crystal structure of LH-II ofRs. molischianumre-
vealed an unusual ligation of the B800 BChls@6#. In variance
with the customary ligation of BChl’s central Mg atom to
His residue~as found for the B850 BChls!, the Mg atom of
B800 BChls is coordinated to the Od1 atom of an Asp resi-
due. In addition, an H2O molecule is found in the vicinity of
the ligation site. The initial, minimized structure of LH-
embedded into a lipid-water environment did not contain a
water molecules within the B800 binding pocket. During t
course of the equilibration, a water molecule diffused in
the B800 binding pocket for seven out of eight of the B8
BChls. In Fig. 4 we show a diffusion pathway of a wat
molecule into the binding site of one of the B800 BCh
recorded over the first 440 ps of the equilibration run. R
resentative distances within the binding pocket, avera

FIG. 4. ~Color! Binding pocket for B800 BChl and surroundin
protein and lipid residues. Shown in green is a trajectory of a w
molecule, obtained from a 440 ps long simulation. Snapshots o
water molecule at timest50(1), t5230 ps ~2!, t5360 ps ~3!, t
5362 ps ~4! are represented. Distances, averaged over a 10
simulation, of the O atom of the water molecule in position~4! with
key protein and BChl atoms are given.
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over the 10 ps long simulation, are shown in Fig. 4: 2.72
~O atom of H2O to Od1 atom of Asp6!, 3.76 Å ~O atom of
H2O to Mg atom of BChl!, 3.16 Å ~carbonyl O2 atom of
BChl to O atom of H2O), 2.00 Å~Mg atom of BChl to Od1
atom of Asp6!. The respective distances determined for t
crystal structure of LH-II are 2.74 Å, 4.24 Å, 3.10 Å, an
2.45 Å, respectively@6#.

B. Time-series analysis of simulation data

The time series analysis presented in this section is ba
on an 800 fs long MD simulation. We recorded the nucle
@R(tk)# and bath@Z(tk)# coordinates every 2 fs, and gene
ated a total of 400 snapshots. Based onR(tk), andZ(tk), we
performed a total of 163400 quantum chemistry calcula
tions, resulting in excitation energiese i(tk), i 51, . . .,16,
for each snapshotk. Based onR(tk) andZ(tk), we also cal-
culatedWi , j (tk) according to Eq.~14!. Combininge i(tk) and
Wi , j (tk) we constructed the time-dependent exciton Ham
tonian ~13!.

1. Exciton Hamiltonian

Fluctuations of two representative elements of Ham
tonian matrix~13! are presented in Fig. 5. The fluctuations
the largest off-diagonal matrix elements, i.e., couplings
tween neighboring BChls, are two orders of magnitu
smaller than the fluctuations of diagonal matrix elemen
The fluctuations of couplings between non-neighbor
BChls are at least another order of magnitude smaller t
those of the nearest neighbors. This suggests that
diagonal disorder is negligible compared to the diagonal d
order.

Simple visual inspection of the time dependence ofe(t)
in Fig. 5 reveals a prominent oscillatory component of ab
20 fs. Indeed, the power spectrum ofe i(t) ~averaged over all
16 BChls! defined as

A 1

16 (
i 51

16 U E
0

`

dteivte i~ t !U2

,

r
e

ps

FIG. 5. Matrix elementsH11(t)5e1(t) ~top! and H12(t)
5W12(t) ~bottom! of Hamiltonian~13!, as calculated for the first 50
snapshots of the MD run.
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and shown in Fig. 6, displays strong components in the ra
between 0.2 eV and 0.22 eV, corresponding to the osc
tions with a period of 20.6 fs and 19.1 fs, respectively. Th
modes most likely originate from a C5O or a methine
bridge stretching vibration. We note that the autocorrelat
function of Qy excitation energy of BChl in methanol als
displays a prominent vibrational mode of about 18 fs per
@55#.

Figure 6 reveals further vibrational modes. While t
B850a and B850b BChls have some common modes~0.198
eV, 0.141 eV, 0.077 eV!, some other modes peak at slight
different energies: 0.218 eV, 0.21 eV, 0.182 eV, 0.174
0.045 eV for B850a as compared to 0.214 eV, 0.178
0.040 eV for B850b. These differences most likely stem fr
the difference in the protein environment seen by B850a
B850b.

A histogram of excitation energiesek(t) of all 16 BChls is
shown in Fig. 7. Histograms of eight B850a BChls and ei
B850b BChls~data not shown! reveal rather large values fo
the full width at half-maximum~FWHM! of about 0.21 eV

FIG. 6. Average power spectrum of matrix elementse i(t), for
B850a BChlsi 51,3, . . . ,15~full line!, and for B850b BChls,i
52,4, . . . ,16~dashed line!.
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for B850a and 0.25 eV for B850b. Furthermore, the li
shape in Fig. 7 reveals a non-Gaussian distribution. T
same non-Gaussian distribution of excitation energies
observed in@55#. The reason for such a distribution might b
strong coupling to the high-frequency modes.

The Hamiltonian~13! was diagonalized for each snapsh
tk of the simulation, assuming that it is constant in the int
val @ tk ,tk11#. Fluctuations of the excitonic energies that r
sult from the diagonalization are shown in Fig. 8. The figu
also shows energies of the 16 excitonic states averaged
the 800 fs long run, versus a corresponding average of
dipole strength. Dipole strengths are given in units of in
vidual BChl dipole strength (1Sy). As can be inferred from
Fig. 8, only the lowest five excitonic levels have dipo
strengths larger than 1. This suggests that in a thermally
ordered exciton system the spectral maximum experienc
redshift relative to the absorption maximum of an individu
BChl.

FIG. 7. Histogram of the fluctuationsr(e) of individual BChl
excitation energiese i obtained from quantum chemistry calcula
tions. The vertical bars represent the weights of the Diracd func-
tions in the corresponding analytical result~77!.
strengths.

g

FIG. 8. Top, left: Excitonic energies, as determined by diagonalization of Hamiltonian~13! for the first 25 snapshots of the MD
simulation. Energies are in eV. Bottom, left: Average energies of the 16 excitonic levels versus their corresponding average dipole
Dipole strengths are given in units of dipole strength (1Sy) of individual BChls. The filled circle indicates the excitation energy~1.57 eV!
and the unit dipole strength of an individual BChl. Right: Excitonic energies for a symmetric~see text! Hamiltonian versus correspondin
dipole strengths.
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For comparison we show excitonic energies and dip
strengths for the Hamiltonian that corresponds to the per
symmetric crystallographic structure. Energetic degenera
of the exciton states are lifted in the fluctuating case a
excitonic energies spread due to disorder. On the other h
dipole strength, which is mostly contained in two degener
excitonic levels in the symmetric case, is distributed m
equally among the exciton states in case of the disorde
system. The dipole forbidden nature of the lowest exci
state of the symmetric case is lifted in the disordered ca

2. Absorption spectrum

The absorption coefficienta(v) of the excitonically
coupled B850 BChls was calculated by employing Eqs.~17!,
~18!, and ~56!. The HamiltonianĤ(tk) was assumed to b
constant in the time intervaltk112tk50.5 fs, and the evolu-
tion operatorsU(tk11 ,tk) in Eq. ~17! were determined ac
cordingly. Since molecular dynamics trajectories were
corded only every 2 fs we generated additional data po
for the Hamiltonian by linear interpolation. Ensemble av
aging was achieved by dividing the total simulation time
800 fs into 40 fs long time intervals, which resulted in a to
of 20 samples of 40 fs length. The integrand in Eq.~56! is
shown in Fig. 9. The fast fluctuation of the integrand
quired a choice of 0.5 fs for the time discretization. T
resulting normalized spectrum is also shown in Fig. 9.

The calculated exciton absorption spectrum is compa
in Fig. 9 to the experimentally measured spectrum. The
culated spectrum has a FWHM of about 0.138 eV, which
considerably larger than the FWHM of 0.05 eV for the e

FIG. 9. ~a! Comparison of absorption spectra of B850 excit
~solid line! and individual BChls~dashed line!, both obtained
through Fourier transform of the time series data~see text! with the
experimental absorption spectrum of B850 and B800~solid thick
line! @56#. ~b! Time dependence of the integrand in Eq.~56!.
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perimental spectrum. Below we will discuss possible reas
for this discrepancy.

We have also determined the absorption spectrum of
dividual BChls, according to Eq.~59!. The spectrum was
obtained from a sample of 320 (800316/40) MD runs of 40
fs length. The integration time step was again 0.5 fs. T
FWHM of the individual BChl absorption spectrum is abo
0.125 eV, and its maximum is blueshifted with respect to
maximum of the exciton absorption spectrum. This shift is
agreement with the above mentioned transfer of dip
strength into low energy exciton states~see Fig. 8!.

Our test calculations indicate that for both the individu
BChl and exciton case, the additional peaks on both side
the main absorption peak are unphysical and are most lik
a consequence of insufficient sampling.

3. Discussion of the results of the simulations

For about 30% of the MD geometries the quantum che
istry calculations predicted a slight degree of mixing b
tween theQy andQx states. If this mixing was only an arti
fact of quantum chemistry calculations, it would ha
resulted in theQy energy being predicted too low, and fluc
tuation of the excitation energy to be unrealistically large.
immediate test of the validity of the quantum chemistry c
culations is provided by a comparison of the predicted m
energy gap of 0.45 eV between theQy andQx states with the
corresponding experimental value. Taking into account
additional shift due to excitonic interactions in theQy band,
of about 0.13 eV, as predicted by our calculations, it appe
that the quantum chemistry calculations account correctly
the experimentally measured 0.6 eV of the mean energy
More refined quantum chemistry calculations are neces
to determine if theQy2Qx mixing is indeed genuine.

Next we discuss the choice of nearest-neighbor couplin
Various estimates of these couplings have been reporte
the literature; for LH-II ofRs. molischianum: 806 cm21 and
377 cm21 @semiempirical INDO/S~intermediate neglect o
differential overlap method, parametrized for spectrosco!
calculations/effective Hamiltonian calculations@18,57##,
408 cm21 and 366 cm21 ~collective electronic oscillator ap
proach@58#!; for LH-II of Rps. sphaeroides: 300 cm21 and
233 cm21 ~circular dichroism studies@59#!; for LH-II of Rps.
acidophila: 238 cm21 and 213 cm21 @60#, 320 cm21 and
255 cm21 @61# ~CIS GAUSSIAN 94 calculations!, 394 cm21

and 317 cm21 @quantum mechanical consistent force fie
method for pi-electrons ~QCFF/PI! calculation @62##,
622 cm21 and 562 cm21 ~INDO/S method@63#!. The aver-
age values of couplings used in this paper are 364 cm21 and
305 cm21. If larger values were used, as might have be
suggested from some of the above-mentioned estimate
narrower absorption spectrum would have been predic
due to an increase in the exchange narrowing factor.

To reduce the computational cost of our simulation,
employed the dipole-dipole approximation to describe va
tions of the nearest neighbor couplings as a function of tim
It is well known that this approximation does not hold in th
case when center-to-center distances between pigment
smaller than the size of the pigments themselves. Howe
we find that the fluctuations of the amplitude of off-diagon
9-12
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EXCITONS IN A PHOTOSYNTHETIC LIGHT- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031919
matrix elements is negligible compared to the fluctuations
the diagonal matrix elements, and we expect that this wo
still hold if the proper coupling between the neighbori
pigments was determined.

Finally, we note that the high-frequency mode (;20 fs;
see Fig. 5!, which is strongly coupled to the BChl electron
excitations, is quantum mechanical in nature and is virtua
unpopulated at 300 K. In order to properly account for t
effect of this mode on the absorption spectrum, the co
sponding nuclear degrees of freedom have to be tre
quantum mechanically. In the next section we achieve this
employing a polaron model description of our system. In t
new approach all relevant modes are treated at the same
ing, regardless of their frequency.

V. ANALYSIS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE POLARON
MODEL

In order to describe the influence of dynamical disord
~thermal fluctuations! on the electronic excitations of th
B850 BChls, we will employ now a model that focuses
the effect of the strongest fluctuations in the exciton Ham
tonian ~13!, the variation of the site energiese j (t). These
variations are foremost due to the coupling of the hig
frequency vibrations toQy excitations in BChl~see Fig. 6!.
Initially, we will model this coupling through a single ha
monic oscillator modev0 that is coupled to each of the loca
BChl excitations and, thereby, to the exciton system. B
the selected vibrational mode and the exciton system wil
described quantum mechanically, replacing the time dep
dence of the Hamiltonian~13! by a time-independent Hamil
tonian that includes the selected vibrational mode and
exciton system. We assume that the electronic excitation
the B850 BChls form a linear system of coupled two-lev
systems, which interact at each site with dispersionless
stein phonons of energy\v0. To simplify our notation, we
will assume units with\51. The corresponding mode
Hamiltonian, the so-called Holstein Hamiltonian@64#, reads

H5Hex1Hph1Hint , ~60a!

Hex5(
i

e iBi
†Bi1(

iÞ j
Vi j Bi

†Bj , ~60b!

Hph5(
i

v0bi
†bi , ~60c!

Hint5gv0(
i

Bi
†Bi~bi

†1bi !. ~60d!

Here Hex describes the electronic excitations of BChls;Bi
†

andBi are creation and annihilation operators accounting
the electronic excitation of BChli with excitation energye i ;
Vi j @cf, Eq. ~14!# encompasses the coupling between exc
tions of BChli and BChlj ; Hph represents the selected vibr
tions of the BChls wherebi

† andbi denote the familiar har-
monic oscillator creation and annihilation operators.Hint
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describes the interaction between excitons and phon
scaled by the dimensionless coupling constantg.

The stationary states corresponding to the Hamilton
~60! are excitons ‘‘dressed’’ with a phonon cloud and a
referred to aspolarons. Accordingly, the suggested descrip
tion is called thepolaron model. In what follows we shall
restrict ourself only to the ‘‘symmetric case,’’ i.e., we assum
e i5e0 for all sites, and we setVi j 52Vd j ,i 61, whereV is
the nearest neighbor interaction energy. This choice of
Hamiltonian is motivated by the results of our simulation
which suggest that the exciton dynamics is determined by
size and time scales of the thermal fluctuations of the e
tation energies,e i , of individual BChls. Indeed, as shown i
Fig. 5, the magnitude of the fluctuations ofe i is two orders of
magnitude larger than the one corresponding to the nea
neighbor coupling energies,Vi ,i 61, and at least three order
of magnitude larger than the one corresponding to the c
pling energies between non-neighboring BChls (Vi j , with j
Þ i 61!. Furthermore, according to Fig. 5, the period of o
cillation of e i(t) ( i 51, . . .,16) of a single BChl is about 20
fs, which corresponds to a high frequency intramolecular
bronic mode of energyv051670 cm215207 meV ~see
also Fig. 6!. In the exciton Hamiltonian we sete i5e0
51.57 eV, andV5350.9 cm21543.5 meV, correspond
ing to an exciton bandwidth of 4V5174 meV.

The effect of static disorder can be incorporated into t
model by defininge i and Vi j as random variables draw
from a suitably chosen distribution, which best characteri
the nature of the disorder. In this case, in calculating differ
physical observables, besides the usual thermal averag
second, configuration average needs to be performed.

The stationary states of the Holstein polaron Hamilton
~60! cannot be described analytically and one needs a s
able approximation. In general, well controlled perturbat
approximations are available only in the weak (g!1; for a
more precise criteria see below! and strong (g@1) coupling
limits. Besides conventional perturbation theory, thecumu-
lant expansionmethod provides a convenient alternative f
solving the polaron problem. The advantage of this metho
that it provides reliable results even for arbitrary values
the coupling constantg @65#. By using our computer simula
tion results, we will estimate the value ofg and show that our
system falls into the weak exciton-phonon coupling regim
Then, we will use both perturbation theory and the cumul
expansion method to investigate within the framework of
polaron model the effect of thermal fluctuations on the ex
ton bandwidth, coherence size, and absorption line shap

A. Evaluation of coupling constantg

The coupling constantg can be evaluated by estimatin
the effect of thermal fluctuations on the electronic excitatio
of individual BChls. This corresponds to settingVi j 50 in
Eq. ~60!. In fact, in calculating excitation energiese i(t) in
our simulations we had not accounted for excitonic coupli
As a result, we can usee i(t), i 51, . . . ,M obtained from
the simulations, to calculate the corresponding distribut
function histogram @or density of state ~DOS!# r(e)
5dN(e)/de ~see Fig. 7!, as well as, any of the correspond
9-13
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ing momentŝ e i
n&5(1/N)( j 51

N e i
n(t j ). The coupling constan

g can be determined by fitting to these data the predic
from Hamiltonian ~60!, for Vi j 50. The statistics forr(e)
can be improved by averaging over all 16 B850 BChls. Sin
we assume that all sites are equivalent, we can restrict
selves to the model Hamiltonian

H5e0B†B1v0b†b1gv0B†B~b1b†!, ~61!

where, for brevity, we dropped the irrelevant ‘‘i ’’ site index.
The density of states~DOS! r(e) can be obtained from

the imaginary part of the Fourier transform of the retard
Green’s functionGR(t)52 iQ(t)^B(t)B†(0)& @65#, where
^ & denotes the thermodynamic average over the vibratio
~phonon! degrees of freedom in the exciton vacuum. Acco
ingly, we employ the identity

r~e!52
1

p
Im GR~e!, ~62!

where

GR~e!5E
2`

`

dt GR~ t !ei et. ~63!

It should be noted that, because we are dealing with a si
exciton coupled to a phonon bath,~i! the retarded Green’s
function will coincide with the real time Green’s functio
GR(t)5G(t)52 i ^TB(t)B†(0)& ~here T denotes the time
ordering operator!, and~ii ! the exciton-phonon coupling wil
not alter the phonon Green’s function. The latter can be w
ten as@65#

D~ t !52 i ^TA~ t !A~0!&

52 i @~N011!exp~2 iv0utu!1N0 exp~ iv0utu!#, ~64!

where

A~ t !5b exp~2 iv0t !1b† exp~ iv0t ! ~65!

is the phonon field operator,N051/@exp(bv0)21# is the
Bose-Einstein distribution function, andb51/kBT. At room
temperature (T'300 K), we havebv0'8.1, and conse-
quentlyN0'3.131024!1. Thus, as we have already me
tioned, the thermal population of the high frequency vib
tional modev0 is negligibly small even at room temperatur

In order to calculate the Green’s function we separate
Hamiltonian ~61! into two contributions H5H01Hint ,
whereH0 accounts for the first term in Eq.~61!. Accord-
ingly, we express

G~ t !52 i ^TB~ t !B†~0!&5G0~ t !exp@2F~ t !#, ~66!

where

G0~ t !52 iQ~ t !exp~2 i e0t ! ~67!

is the Green’s function corresponding toH0. We then employ
the cumulant expansion method@65# writing
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G0~ t !exp@2F~ t !#[G0~ t !expF2 (
m51

`

Fm~ t !G5 (
m50

`

Wm~ t !,

~68!

where

Wm~ t !5
~2 i !2m

~2m!! E0

t

dt1 . . . E
0

t

dt2m

3^TB~ t !Hint~ t1!•••Hint~ t2m!B†~0!&, ~69!

and Hint(t)5gv0B†BA(t). The cumulantsFm are ex-
pressed in terms ofWm by identifying on both sides of Eq
~68! all the terms which contain the same power ofHint . By
using Eqs.~69!,~64! we have

W1~ t !52~gv0!2G0~ t !E
0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2D~ t12t2!

5G0~ t !@ i ept2S01S1 exp~2 iv0t !

1S2 exp~ iv0t !#, ~70!

where

ep5g2v0 ~71!

is the polaron binding energy, and

S05g2~2N011!, S65g2~N011/261/2!. ~72!

From these results follows

F1~ t !52G0
21~ t !W1~ t !52 i ept1S02S1 exp~2 iv0t !

2S2 exp~ iv0t !. ~73!

By employing Wick’s theorem@65#, one can calculateWm ,
for arbitrary integer m.1, with the result Wm

5G0@G0
21W1#m/m!. Consequently, we findFm(t)50 for

m.1. The exact exciton Green’s function is then given b

G~ t !52 iQ~ t !exp@2 i ~e02ep!t2F0~ t !#, ~74a!

F0~ t !5S02S1 exp~2 iv0t !2S2 exp~ iv0t !. ~74b!

In order to calculate the DOS, we express Eq.~74b! in the
equivalent form

F0~ t !5e2g2(2N011) exp$2g2AN0~N011!

3cos@ iv0~ t1 ib/2!#%, ~75!

and employ the identity

ez cosu5 (
l 52`

`

I l ~z!ei l u, ~76!

whereI l (z) is the modified Bessel function. From Eqs.~62!
and ~74!–~76! one obtains finally the well known resu
@65,66#
9-14
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r~e!5 (
l 52`

`

r l d~e2e l !, ~77a!

with

r l 5exp@2g2~2N011!1l ~bv0/2!#I l @2g2AN0~N011!#

~77b!

and

e l 5v0l 1e02ep . ~77c!

In general, when the couplingVi j between excitons canno
be neglected, the higher order cumulantsFm do not vanish,
and the Green’s functionG(t) cannot be calculated exactly
Nevertheless, even in this case, the cumulant expan
method, as illustrated above in deriving the well known
sult ~77!, can be conveniently applied to calculate perturb
tively, in a systematic way, both the Green’s function and
corresponding absorption spectrum~see below! to any de-
sired degree of accuracy.

The calculated DOS~normalized to unity! is an infinite
sum of Diracd functions at energiese l , with weightsr l .
As shown in Fig. 7, for a proper choice of the excito
phonon coupling constantg, the ‘‘stick-DOS’’ ~i.e., the
weightsr l ! matches well the histogramr(e) obtained from
our quantum chemistry calculations. The coupling constag
was determined by matching the first few moments ofe,
once calculated according to Eqs.~77a!–~77c!, and then
from the time series$e i(t)% i 51, . . . ,16. The definition of the
moments

^en&5E
2`

`

der~e!en5(
l

r l e l
n , ~78!

applied to Eqs.~77a!–~77c!, results in analytical expression
that can be compared with the numerical values determ
from the time series. One obtains

^e&5e0'1.57 eV, ~79a!

^e2&5^e&21g2~2N011!v0'2.32 eV2, ~79b!

^e3&5^e&31g2v0
3F113g2~2N011!

13~2N011!S e0

v0
2g2D G

'3.56 eV3. ~79c!

The coupling constant can be obtained from Eq.~79b!

g5A ^e2&2^e&2

~2N011!v0
2
'0.65. ~80!
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Equation~79c! now contains no adjustable parameters an
can be used to check the reliability of our approach. It
found that the difference between the two sides of this eq
tion is less than 2%.

The value ofg, given by Eq.~80!, does not determine by
itself the value of the ratio betweenHint (;ep) and the
problematic hopping term (;4V, i.e., the energy bandwidth
of the excitons! in the Holstein Hamiltonian. The actual d
mensionless coupling strength parameter for the pola
model isk[ep/4V5g2v0/4V'0.5. This value correspond
to a weak coupling regime of the polaron model@65,66#.

B. Polaron bandwidth

We return now to the full Holstein Hamiltonian~60! with
Vi j Þ0. In the weak coupling limit it is convenient to rewrit
the polaron Hamiltonian~60! in ‘‘momentum space’’ as

H5H01Hint , ~81a!

H05(
k

ekBk
†Bk1v0(

q
bq

†bq , ~81b!

Hint5
gv0

AM
(
k,q

Bk1q
† Bk~bq

†1b2q!, ~81c!

where Bk5(1/AM )( jBj exp(ikj), etc. For Vi j
52Vd j ,i 61 (V.0), the exciton dispersion~measured from
the site excitation energye0) is ek522V cos(k), with k
[km52pm/M , m50,1, . . . ,M21, and q[qp52pp/M ,
p50,1, . . . ,M21.

The polaron~phonon renormalized exciton! spectrumEk
can be calculated by using second order perturbation the
~all odd order terms vanish because the phonon creation
annihilation operators must appear in pairs!

Ek5ek1
g2v0

2

M (
q

1

ek2ek1q2v0
. ~82!

The renormalized exciton wave functions to leading order
g are given by

uk;0)5uk;0&1
gv0

AM
(

q

1

ek2ek1q2v0
uk1q;1q&.

~83!

Here uk;0&5(1/AM )(m exp(ikm)um& denotes the exciton
wave function~in site um& representation! in the absence of
the phonons, whileuk1q;1q& represents a state of non
interacting exciton~with momentum k1q) and phonon
~with momentumq). The applicability of perturbation theory
is subject to the conditiongv0 /AM!uek2ek1q2v0u,
which in our case is marginally fulfilled sincegv0 /AM
533 meV,minuek2ek1q2v0u535 meV.

According to Eq.~82! the renormalized exciton~or po-
laron! bandwidth is

DEp[max@Ek#2min@Ek#'66 meV, ~84!
9-15
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which represents a 60% reduction with respect to the un
turbed bandwidth 4V. Thus the effect of the high frequenc
phonons is to reduce the exciton energy band, a situa
commonly encountered in other weak coupling polaron m
els in which the phonons tend to enhance the quasipar
mass, which is translated into a reduction of the width of
corresponding energy band@65,66#. However, it is known
that static disorder~or coupling to low frequency phonons!
has precisely the opposite effect of increasing the exc
bandwidth in BChl aggregates. The fact that in our M
simulations we observe an increase instead of a decrea
the renormalized exciton bandwidth is most likely due to
fact that in our simplified polaron model the effect of sta
disorder is entirely neglected, while in the MD simulatio
this is implicitly included.

C. Polaron coherence length

Next, we determine the effect of the phonons on the
herence lengthLr of the excitons in the BChl ring, by usin
our polaron model. At zero temperature, the excitons in
coupled BChl aggregate are completely delocalized, andLr

should coincide with the system sizeM. In general, finite
temperature and any kind of disorder will reduce the coh
ence length of the exciton. There is no universally accep
definition ofLr . We employ here an expression based on
concept of inverse participation ratio, familiar from quantu
localization@28,67#

Lr5F S (
i j

ur i j u D 2GFM(
i j

ur i j u2G21

, ~85!

where the reduced exciton density matrix is given by

r i j 5(
k

Ck* ~ i !Ck~ j !exp~2bEk!. ~86!

In the absence of the exciton-phonon coupling, at room te
perature, by setting in the above equationsCk( j )
5exp(ikj)/AM and Ek[ek522V cos(k), one obtainsLr0
'6.4, which represents a dramatic decrease with respe
the corresponding zero temperature value of 16. For w
exciton-phonon coupling, the effect of the phonons onLr

can be taken into account via perturbation theory. By e
ploying Eqs.~82! and ~83! in the density matrix~86!, Eq.
~85! yields Lr'5.4. As expected, the phonons, which act
scatterers for the excitons, reduce the coherence size o
latter.

As it can be inferred from Fig. 10, the localization of th
exciton is due primarily to thermal averaging and to a les
extent to dynamic disorder. This conclusion is in agreem
with previous studies@29#.

D. Absorption spectrum for a single Einstein phonon

Finally, we discuss the effect of the phonons on the
sorption spectrum of the excitons. The fundamental abs
tion spectrumI (v) ~line shape function! is defined as@cf.
Eq. ~59!#
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1

2pE2`

`

dt f~ t !eivt, ~87!

where the generating functionf (t), up to irrelevant factors,
is given by@66#

f ~ t !5(
k

udku2e2 i ekt^^kuU~ t !uk&&. ~88!

Here udku is the magnitude of the transition dipole mome
connecting the ground electronic state and theuk& exciton
state; ^^ku . . . uk&& denotes the thermal average over t
phonons of the excitonic matrix element^ku . . . uk&, and
U(t) is an evolution operator given by

U~ t !5exp~ iH 0t !exp@2 i ~H01Hint!t#

5T expF2 i E
0

t

dtHint~t!G , ~89!

with

Hint~ t !5exp~ iH 0t !Hint exp~2 iH 0t !5gv0(
q

rq~ t !Aq~ t !

~90a!

expressed in the interaction representation. The tim
dependent exciton density operator is given by

FIG. 10. Top: Temperature dependence of the exciton cohere
length in the absence of disorder. Bottom: Polaron coherence le
as a function of the exciton-phonon coupling constantg at room
temperature.
9-16
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rq~ t !5(
k

e2 i (ek2ek1q)tBk1q
† Bk , ~90b!

while the phonon field operator reads

Aq~ t !5bqe2 iv0t1b2q
† eiv0t. ~90c!

The generating function~88! can be calculated by using th
cumulant expansion method discussed above. Indeed, we
write in analogy to Eqs.~68! and ~69!

^^kuU~ t !uk&&[exp@2Fk~ t !#5expF2 (
m51

`

Fm~ t !G
5 (

m50

`

Wm~ t !, ~91!

where

Wm~ t !5
~2 i !2m

~2m!! E0

t

dt1•••E
0

t

dt2m

3^^kuTHint~ t1!•••Hint~ t2m!uk&&. ~92!

As for the Green’s function~68!, Wm(t) contains only even
numbers of time orderedHint(t)}A(t) operators, becaus
the average over odd numbers of phonon field operatorsA(t)
vanishes. Similarly to Eq.~70!, we have

W1~ t !52
~gv0!2

2M E
0

t

dt1E
0

t

dt2 (
q1 ,q2

^TAq1
~ t1!Aq2

~ t2!&

3^kurq1
~ t1!rq2

~ t2!uk&

52
~gv0!2

2M E
0

t

dt1E
0

t

dt2(
q

iD ~ t12t2!

3^kurq~ t1!r2q~ t2!uk&. ~93!

A straightforward calculation yields

Fk~ t12t2![
1

M (
q

^kurq~ t1!r2q~ t2!uk&

5
1

M (
q

exp@ i ~ek2ek2q!~ t12t2!#. ~94!

Inserting Eq. ~94! into Eq. ~93!, and using the phonon
Green’s function~64!, the cumulantF1(t) can be written

F1~ t !52W1~ t !5g2v0
2E

0

t

dt~ t2t!iD ~t!Fk~t!. ~95!

If one neglects the coupling between the individual exc
tions ~case corresponding to light absorption by individu
BChls!, by settingV50, Eq.~95! yields the same expressio
as Eq.~73!. Note that in this case, sinceek5e0 is k indepen-
dent, we haveF(t)51, and similarly to the calculation o
the Green’s function~74!, it can be shown thatWm(t)
5@W1(t)#m/m!, for m.2. As a result, all the correspondin
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higher order cumulantsFm vanish, i.e.,F(t)5F1(t), and
the exact expression of the line-shape functionI 0(v) for
individual BChls assumes the familiar form@65,66#

I 0~v!}exp~2S0!E
2`

`

dtei (v2e01ep)t

3exp~2S1e2 iv0t2S2eiv0t! ~96a!

5 (
l 52`

`

r l d~v2v l !, ~96b!

wherer l andv l are given by Eqs.~77b! and~77c!, respec-
tively. In other words, the absorption line-shape function
an exciton in the phonon field is given by the imaginary p
of the exciton Green’s function, which is proportional to th
density of states@66#.

In general,I (v) cannot be calculated exactly. Howeve
even for arbitrary values of the exciton-phonon coupli
constantg, the cumulant approximationFk(t)'F1(t) can
be used safely to evaluate the generating functionf (t) and
the corresponding line-shape functionI (v). We have

Fk~ t !'E
0

t

dt~ t2t!D~t!Fk~t!, ~97!

where, according to Eq.~64!,

D~ t ![g2v0
2iD ~ t !5g2v0

2@~N011!e2 iv0t1N0eiv0t#.
~98!

The generating function is

f ~ t !5(
k

udku2e2 i ekte2Fk(t), ~99!

and the corresponding line-shape function is given by
~87!. Clearly, the coupling of the 16 exciton levels to a sing
Einstein phononv0 leads to astickabsorption spectrum, i.e.
a series of Diracd functions with different weights.

E. Absorption spectrum for distribution of phonons

In order to calculate, in the framework of the polaro
model, the broadening of the absorption spectrum, and
compare it with the corresponding experimental result@see
Fig. 9#, one needs to include the coupling of the excitons
the quasicontinuous distribution of the rest of the phono
Formally, this can be achieved by replacingD(t) in Eq. ~97!
with @cf. Eq. ~98!#

D~ t !5(
a

ga
2va

2 iD a~ t !5E
0

`

dvJ~v!iD v~ t !, ~100!

where

iD v~ t !5~Nv11!exp~2 ivt !1Nv exp~ ivt !. ~101!

Here we have introduced thephonon spectral function
9-17
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J~v!5(
a

ga
2va

2d~v2va!. ~102!

Once the actual form ofJ(v) is known,I (v) can be calcu-
lated using Eqs.~87!, ~99!, ~97!, and~100!.

Apparently, the determination ofJ(v) requires the seem
ingly unattainable knowledge of the energiesva of all
phonons, together with their corresponding coupling c
stantsga . However, the same problem posed itself in t
framework of the spin-boson model description of the co
pling between protein motion and electron transfer proces
@68#, and could be solved then through a spectral funct
evaluated from the energy gap fluctuationsde(t). Likewise,
here we can determineJ(v) from the fluctuations of the
excitation energiesde(t) calculated for individual BChls.
The latter quantity can be obtained from the combined M
quantum chemistry simulation carried out in this study.

Indeed, the Hamiltonian for an individual BChl interac
ing with a phonon bath can be written

H5H01Hint5~e01dê !B†B, ~103!

where we defined the phonon-induced energy-g
fluctuation operator

dê~ t !5(
a

gavaAa~ t !. ~104!

The autocorrelation function of the energy gapde(t) is the
real part of the autocorrelation function of the energy-g
fluctuation operatordê(t), i.e.,

C~ t ![^de~ t !de~0!&5Re@^dê~ t !dê~0!&#

5ReF(
a

ga
2va

2 iD a~ t !G5Re@D~ t !#, ~105!

where we have used Eqs.~104! and ~100!. Inserting Eq.
~101! into Eq. ~105!, one obtains

C~ t !5E
0

`

dvJ~v!coth~bv/2!cosvt. ~106!

J(v) can be obtained through the inverse cosine transf
of C(t), i.e.,

J~v!5
2

p
tanh~bv/2!E

0

`

dtC~ t !cosvt. ~107!

The autocorrelation functionC(t) can be evaluated numer
cally from the finite time seriesde j (t i). Here j 51, . . . ,16 is
the index labeling individual BChls, and t i
5( i 21)32 fs, i 51, . . .,400, denotes the time at which th
energy gap was determined. As mentioned in the previ
sections, each time series consisted ofN5400 time steps of
2 fs. For best sampling, one averages over allM516 BChls
resulting in the time series
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C~ t i !5
1

M (
j 51

M F 1

N2 i (
k51

N2 i

de j~ t i1tk!de j~ tk!G , ~108!

which is shown in Fig. 11~a!. It is safe to assume that Eq
~108! is reliable fort&400 fs.

Three pulse echo peak shift experiments of the B850
citon band also provide information on the autocorrelat
function C(t), as reported in@35,37#. The authors matched
their data toC(t) described through a combination of Gaus
ian, exponential, and sinusoidal components. However,
experimental data did not permit resolution of high fr
quency modes. The present theoretical approach com
ments the observations by providing the high frequen
modes along with the low frequency modes. After filterin
out the high frequency part in the calculated correlation fu
tion, we find satisfactory agreement with the data provided
@35,37#.

The corresponding phonon spectral functionJ(v) can be
computed by employing Eq.~107!. The result is shown in
Fig. 11~b!. The shape ofJ(v) resembles the power spectru
of the BChl excitation energies~see Fig. 6!. In particular, the
prominent peak aroundv0'0.2 eV in J(v) indicates a
strong coupling of the system to an intramolecular C5O
vibronic mode. Note, however, thatJ(v) has significant con-
tributions over the entire range of phonon energies 0,v
&0.22 eV and, therefore, we expect that all, i.e., low, int
mediate and high frequency phonons will contribute to
broadening of the line shape functionI (v).

By assuming that the coupling of BChl molecules
phonons~intramolecular vibrations, vibrations of the prote
matrix and solvent molecules! is independent of their exci

FIG. 11. ~a! Autocorrelation functionC(t) of the energy gap
fluctuationsde(t) for individual BChls, calculated using Eq.~108!.
The inset shows the short time behavior ofC(t). ~b! Phonon spectral
function J(v) obtained according to Eq.~107!.
9-18
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FIG. 12. ~a! Absorption spectra of individual BChls:I (v), time series analysis~dashed curve!; I 0(v), polaron model withF0950 ~thin
solid curve!; I BChl(v), polaron model~thick solid curve!. ~b! Comparison between the normalized DOSr(v) and I BChl(v), obtained
independently within the framework of the polaron model.
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tonic coupling, we may conclude thatJ(v) given by Eq.
~107! describes equally well both individual BChls and e
citonic aggregates of BChls. The only difference between
corresponding absorption spectra comes from the ‘‘ex
tonic’’ factor Fk(t) in Eq. ~97!.

In order to calculate the line shape functionI (v), as given
by Eqs.~87!, ~97!, and~99!, from the energy gap autocorre
lation functionC(t) one proceeds as follows. First, we dete
mine

D~ t ![D1~ t !2 iD2~ t !

5E
0

`

dvJ~v!@coth~bv/2!cosvt2 i sinvt#, ~109!

from which, by taking into account Eqs.~106! and~107!, one
obtains

D1~ t !5C~ t !, ~110a!

and

D2~ t !5E
0

`

dvJ~v!sinvt. ~110b!

Next, we calculate the cumulantFk(t); according to Eq.~97!

Fk~ t !5F8k~ t !2 iF9k~ t !, ~111a!

with

F8k~ t !5E
0

t

dt~ t2t!@C~t!Re$Fk~t!%2D2~t!Im$Fk~t!%#

~111b!

and

F9k~ t !5E
0

t

dt~ t2t!@D2~t!Re$Fk~t!%1C~t!Im$Fk~t!%#.

~111c!

Finally, the line-shape function is according to Eqs.~87! and
~99!
03191
e
i-

I ~v!}(
k

udku2E
0

`

dt exp@2F8k~ t !#cos@~v2ek!t

1F9k~ t !#. ~112a!

This result applies to the general case when the sys
has several optically active levels, characterized by differ
transition dipole momentsdk . In both cases considered b
us, i.e., individual BChls and the fully symmetric B850 sy
tem ~i.e., a circular aggregate of 16 BChls with exciton
coupling, having eightfold symmetry, and transition dipo
moments oriented in the plane of the ring of BChls!, there is
in fact only one optically active level and, therefore, in E
~112a! the summation overk, as well as the transition dipole
moment can be both dropped. For an individual BChl
takeek[e0'1.6 eV, while for the B850 system the optical
active doubly degenerate level is ek[e615e0
22V cos(p/8)51.52 eV. In this case, the line-shape functio
assumes the simpler form

I ~v!}E
0

`

dt exp@2F8k~ t !#cos@~v2ek!t1F9k~ t !#.

~112b!

In case of individual BChls, i.e., without excitonic couplin
Fk(t)51, and according to Eqs.~112b!, ~111b!, and ~111c!
the absorption spectrum reads

I BChl~v!}E
0

`

dt exp@2F80~ t !#cos@~v2e0!t1F90~ t !#,

~113a!

where

F80~ t !5E
0

t

dt~ t2t!C~t! ~113b!

and

F90~ t !5E
0

t

dt~ t2t!D2~t!. ~113c!
9-19
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For the moment let us neglect the imaginary part of the
mulant F0(t) in Eq. ~113a!, i.e., we setF90(t)'0. It fol-
lows

I BChl~v!'I 0~v!}E
0

`

dt exp@2F08~ t !#cos@~v2e0!t#,

~114!

and one can easily see thatI 0(v) coincides~up to an irrel-
evant normalization factor! with the cumulant approximation
of the line-shape functionI (v), Eq. ~59!, derived and em-
ployed in our computer simulation study. Therefore, it com
as no surprise that in Fig. 12~a! the plots of the normalized
@with max$I (v)%51# line-shape functionsI 0(v) and I (v)
completely overlap in the peak region. The difference
tween the curves away from the central peak is most lik
due to poor statistics and numerical artifacts introduced
the fast Fourier transform~FFT! evaluation of the integrals
for the time series analysis result~59!. The peak of the ab-
sorption spectrum is located ate051.6 eV and the corre-
sponding FWHM is 125 meV.

However, the actual line-shape functionI BChl(v), as
given by Eq.~113a!, includes a nonvanishingF90(t). The
corresponding result is also plotted in Fig. 12~a!. As one can
see, the contribution ofF90(t) redshifts the peak o
I BChl(v) to 1.53 eV, and rendersI BChl(v) asymmetric with
a somewhat larger FWHM of 154 meV. As illustrated in F
12~b!, I BChl(v) matches the corresponding DOSr(v) @see
Eq. ~77a! and Fig. 7#. This is not surprising since, as we ha
already mentioned, for a two-level system which is linea
coupled to a phonon bath, both the DOS and the absorp
spectrum are proportional to the imaginary part of the co
sponding Green’s function@65,66#. The line-shape function
~59! of individual BChls derived within the theoretica
framework of Sec. II does not account for the imaginary p
of the cumulantF0(t) which suggests that the time develo
ment operatorU(t,t0) @Eq. ~20!# is not totally adequate fo
calculating the absorption coefficient. The situation seem
be similar to the commonly usedstochastic modelsin mod-
eling the absorption spectrum of excitonic systems coup
to a heat bath with a finite time scale@69#. In this case as
well, the autocorrelation function of the stochastic ene
gap fluctuations is assumed to be real@i.e., F9(t) is ne-

FIG. 13. Normalized absorption spectra of the B850 BChls w
excitonic coupling: I B850(v), the polaron model~solid curve!;
I TSA(v), the time series analysis~dashed curve!; and I exp(v), ex-
periment~circles!.
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glected#, and as a result the model violates the fluctuat
dissipation theorem, and yields no Stoke shift@69#. This dis-
crepancy is due to the fact that, unlike in the case of
polaron model, the system-heat bath interaction is not inc
porated in a consistent manner.

Within the framework of the polaron model, the absor
tion spectrumI B850(v) of the excitonically coupled B850
BChls can be calculated numerically by using Eqs.~112b!,
~111!, ~110b!, ~107!, and ~94!. The needed input quantitie
are T5300 K, C(t), and ek5e6151.52 eV; these are de
rived from our simulations and there are no free parame
in the above-mentioned equations. The computedI B850(v) is
shown in Fig. 13, along with the corresponding spectr
I TSA(v) obtained through time series analysis@cf. Eqs.~56!
and~57!#, and the corresponding experimental resultI exp(v)
reported in Ref.@56#. Since I exp(v) appears to be in good
agreement with a more recent set of measurements of
absorption spectrum at room temperature ofRs. molis-
chianum @70#, one may infer that the actual profile o
I exp(v) is rather robust. The peak ofI B850 is located at 1.46
eV ('849 nm), and coincides with the position of the oth
two spectra.I B850(v) (FWHM543 meV) is somewhat nar
rower thanI exp(v) (FWHM558 meV), and much narrowe
than I TSA(v) (FWHM5138 meV). The effect of exchang
narrowing due to the excitonic coupling between B8
BChls is manifest: FWHM is reduced from 154 meV~Fig.
13! to 43 meV@Fig. 12~a!#, which represents a reduction i
the width of the line-shape function by a factor of 3.6. Th
exchange narrowing is accounted for by the factorFk(t) in
Eq. ~97!; since uFk(t)u<1, this factor reduces the value o
the cumulantFk(t), which leads to a narrowing of the line
shape function@recall thatFk50 results in a Diracd func-
tion typeI (v)#. In contrast to the commonly used stochas
models@69# for describing the absorption spectrum of m
lecular aggregates, our polaron model does not postulate
form of the autocorrelation functionC(t), but rather uses this
function as an input, derived from computer simulations
from experiment. In this regard, our polaron model provid
a more realistic approach for evaluating optical properties
molecular aggregates in general, and the B850 exciton
particular. Indeed, a generic autocorrelation functionC(t)
5D2 exp(2lt), assumed by most stochastic models, wo
represent a gross oversimplification of the complicated str
ture of C(t) as inferred from our computer simulations@see
Fig. 11~a!#. It is clear that this autocorrelation function ca
not be modeled by either a single or a sum of several ex
nentially decaying functions, in spite of the fact that by
proper choice of the values of the mean square fluctuat
of the energy gapD2 and of the inverse relaxation timel,
the stochastic model can yield an almost perfect fit to
experimental spectrum. For example, by assuming that in
case the broadening of the line-shape function is due to c
pling to phonons with clearly separated high and low f
quency components, it can be shown that the real part of
cumulant is approximatelyF8(t)'D l

2 t2/21Ght, where
l (h) refers to the low~high! frequency component andGh

5Dh
2/lh . @The imaginary part of the cumulantF9(t) is as-

sumed to affect only the shift of the absorption spectrum,
9-20
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EXCITONS IN A PHOTOSYNTHETIC LIGHT- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031919
not its broadening.# The first ~second! term in F8(t) repre-
sents the short~long! time approximation of the cumulan
brought about by the low~high! frequency phonons. The
corresponding line-shape function has a Voigt profile@69#,
i.e., is a convolution of a Gaussian and Lorentzian due to
and high frequency phonons, respectively. ForDs525 meV
andG l 57 meV, one can obtain an almost perfect fit to t
experimental B850 absorption spectrum. However, in s
of this apparent agreement with experiment, neither th
numerical values nor the clear separation in the phonon s
tral density is justified in view of our computer simulatio
results, and as such this kind of analysis should be avoi
In fact, as it can be inferred from the plot ofJ(v) shown in
Fig. 11~b!, all phonon frequencies up to 0.24 eV contribute
the cumulantF(t) and, therefore, to the absorption spectru
I (v). Thus, unlike stochastic models which employ fittin
parameters to account for the broadening of the experime
absorption spectra, our polaron model incorporates dyna
disorder directly through the phonon spectral functionJ(v)
obtained from combined MD/quantum chemistry calcu
tions, i.e., without anyad hocassumptions and fitting param
eters.

F. Circular dichroism spectrum

While the linear absorption~OD! spectrum can be re
garded as a global optical probe of the excitonic system,
circular dichroism~CD! spectrum is sensitive to local an
geometrical details of the system@31,71#. Hence, it is not
surprising that in general the measured absorption spec
can be easily fitted by a number of different stochastic m
els, the result often being rather insensitive to the actual
ues of the fitting parameters. However, the simultaneous
production ~or prediction! of both OD and CD spectra i
quite difficult, posing a challenge to any theoretical mod
Similarly to our OD spectrum calculations, we determin
the CD spectrum of the B850 excitons in the LH-II anten
complex ofRs. molischianum. Our results, described below
are consistent with recent experimental measurements@70#,
lending further support to our approach.

The CD spectrum is defined as the difference of the
sorption spectra of left and right polarized light. In order
evaluate the CD spectrum one needs to calculate the ab
tion spectrum of the B850 ring for both left and right pola
ized monocromatic light. This can be accomplished by
placing expression~24! of the electric component of a
linearly polarized radiation field with that of a right and le
circularly polarized light:

EW R/L~ t,rW !5
E0

A2
@ x̂ cos~vt2kW•rW !7 ŷ sin~vt2kW•rW !#,

~115!

and then repeating the calculations presented in Sec. II B
Eq. ~115! kW5(2p/l) k̂ is the wave vector of the monocro
matic, circularly polarized light,l is the wavelength, while
the unit vectorsx̂ and ŷ determine two perpendicular pola
ization directions. During the calculations one assumes
the size of the LH-II complex is much smaller than the wav
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length of the radiation field, i.e.,kW•rW!1. In the zeroth order
approximation, when the inhomogeneity (rW dependence! of
the radiation field is completely neglected, the CD spectr
is identically zero. Indeed, after averaging over the directio
of the unit vectorsx̂ andŷ, one obtains for both right and lef
circularly polarized lights the same OD spectrum, given
Eqs. ~87! and ~88!, and characterized by the samedipole
strength Dk5udku2. Thus, to calculate the CD spectrum, ev
in the lowest-order approximation, one needs to retain
spatial dependence of the circularly polarized radiation fie
This explains why the CD spectrum represents a more s
sitive optical probe of the system than the OD spectrum.

By retaining only terms linear inkW•rW, and after averaging
over the directions ofx̂ andŷ, one finds that the total absorp
tion spectrum is given formally by the same expressions~87!
and ~88!, in which the dipole strength is replaced by

Dk
R/L5Dk7

2p

l (
n,m51

16

cknckm~rWn•mW n3mW m! ~116!

for right and left polarized light, respectively. Hereckn de-
note the expansion coefficients of thekth excitonic eigen-
state in the basis corresponding to the site representa
@similar to Eq. ~19!#, and rWn the positions of the chro-
mophores.

Finally, by introducing therotational strength@71#

Rk5
Dk

L2Dk
R

4
52

p

2l (
n,m51

16

cknckm~rWnm•mW n3mW m!,

~117!

whererWnm5rWm2rWn , the CD spectrum can be written

I CD~v!5
1

2pE2`

`

dt fCD~ t !eivt, ~118a!

where

f CD~ t !54(
k

Rke
2 i ekt^^kuU~ t !uk&&. ~118b!

From Eqs.~116!–~118!, one can infer that the CD spec
trum is mainly influenced by three parameters@72#: ~i! the

FIG. 14. Rotational strength for the B850 ring, with degener
site energies, in arbitrary units. The rotational strength of the low
excitonic transition is normalized to negative one.
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angle of the transition dipolesmW n of the chromophores with
the plane of the ring,~ii ! the angle betweenmW n and the tan-
gent to the ring, and~iii ! the degeneracies of the monome
which affects the coherence correlation functions. Also,
other important difference between the OD and CD spectr
that whileI (v) is positive definite,I CD(v) can be both posi-
tive and negative, usually assuming a characteristic S sh
@71#.

Figure 14 shows the rotational strengthRk ~normalized to
2R1) corresponding to the individual excitonic statesk
51, . . .,16. The largest negative value ofRk corresponds to
the excitonic ground state. Also, the first and the high
exited excitonic states have considerable, albeit positive,
tational strength. Note, that in case the degeneracy within
hetero-dimers formed by the BChls would be lifted, the
tational strength would be symmetric for the high and lo
lying excitonic states@31#.

To calculate the CD spectrum, the radius of the eightf
symmetric ring of 16 BChls was set to 23.19 Å~obtained
from the available crystal structure!, and the dipole moment
were determined by calculating the average dipole mom
within a heterodimer for the previously used 800 fs long M
run. The average angles between neighboring BChls w
163.5° within anab heterodimer, and 143.7° between he
erodimers. The dipole moments were oriented slightly ou
the plane formed by the BChls: 7.1° for thea-bound BChl
and 5.2° for theb-bound one. The calculated CD spectru
of the B850 ring is shown in Fig. 15, and is compared w
the recent experimental result, by Ihalainenet al. @70#, for
the complete LH-II complex ofRs. molischianum, including
both B850 and B800 rings. The superposition of the in
vidual CD spectra corresponding to these two rings com
cates the direct comparison of the experimental results w
the present calculations, which involves only the B850 ri
Nevertheless, the calculated CD spectrum is in fairly go
agreement with the B850 part of the experimental spectr
especially if we take into account the fact that our result w
obtained from the sole knowledge of the autocorrelat
function of the excitation energies of individual BChl
readily available from our MD/QC simulations, without in
voking any empirical fitting parameters as is customary
the literature@31,62,63,70#. Indeed, compared to the exper
mental result, the calculated B850 negative peak is slig

FIG. 15. Normalized circular dichroism spectra of the B8
BChls with excitonic coupling:I B850(v), polaron model~solid
curve! andI exp(v), experiment~circles!. The lowest energy peak o
each spectrum is normalized to one.
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blueshifted~by 10 meV!, and its FWHM ('19 meV) is
about twice narrower (FWHMexp'47 meV). It is expected
that the incorporation of the effect of static disorder in o
polaron model will lead to further broadening of both C
and OD B850 spectral peaks, and will reduce the blueshif
the CD spectrum. Since CD is the difference between t
absorption spectra, one expects that the effect of the s
disorder will be more pronounced than in the case of the
spectrum. Also, a more detailed comparison between the
culated and experimental CD spectra would require the
tension of our polaron model by including the contribution
the B800 ring as well. For example, one expects that
including the negative B800 peak, this would reduce the c
culated B850 baseline around 1.5 eV, bringing it closer to
corresponding experimental curve. Currently we are exte
ing our polaron model by including both the contribution
the B800 ring and the effect of static disorder. We plan
report our findings in a future publication.

VI. DISCUSSION

This paper presents an alternative approach to the stud
excitons in light-harvesting complexes that combines m
lecular dynamics and quantum chemistry calculations wit
time-dependent effective Hamiltonian as well as a pola
model type of analyses.

The molecular dynamics approach allowed us to obse
at the atomic level, the dynamics of BChl motions and g
insight into the extent and time scales of geometrical de
mations of pigment and protein residues at room tempe
tures. A comparison of the average distances and angles
tween the B850 BChls to those found in the crystal struct
reveals an increased dimerization within the B850 ring,
compared to the crystal structure. We observed diffusion o
water molecule into the B800 BChl binding site for sev
out of eight B800 BChls. The average location of this wa
molecule agrees well with the crystal structure location. F
ture quantum chemistry calculations will determine wheth
this molecule plays a functional role. In this respect it
interesting to note that the recently published structure of
cyanobacterial photosystemI at 2.5-Å resolution revealed
also ligations of Chla Mg ions involving side groups oth
than His, and, in particular, water@73#.

The time series analysis theory, based on the combi
MD/QC calculations, resulted in an absorption spectrum t
is about a factor of two wider than the experimental sp
trum. One of the reasons for this discrepancy might be
proper treatment, and subsequently an overestimate, of
contribution of high-frequency modes within the framewo
of our combined MD/QC calculations. We also note that t
time series analysis neglects some important quantum eff
which may cause the discrepancy between the computed
the experimental results. These quantum effects are
counted for by the polaron model. The amplitude of fluctu
tions of the off-diagonal matrix elements, i.e., couplings b
tween BChls, was found to be at least two orders
magnitude smaller than the corresponding fluctuation am
tude of the diagonal matrix elements. We believe that in sp
of the possible overestimate of the fluctuation associa
9-22
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with the high frequency modes, we can safely conclude
the dynamic disorder in the B850 system is diagonal rat
than off-diagonal in nature.

The time-dependent effective Hamiltonian description
vealed an exciton spectrum redshifted as compared to
spectrum of individual BChls. This redshift is well known
J aggregates, and is attributed to the transferring of the
pole strength into low-energy exciton states.

The observation of a prominent high frequency intram
lecular vibrational component in the fluctuation of the BC
site energy prompted us to model the effect of dynamic d
order on the B850 excitons by employing a polaron Ham
tonian, which describes both excitons and the coupled sin
phonon mode by quantum mechanics. The strength of
exciton-phonon couplingg is related to the RMSD of the
fluctuating site energies, and was found to be weak. By
ploying standard perturbation theory we investigated the
fect of a single-phonon dynamic disorder~i.e., exciton-
phonon coupling! on the energy dispersion and localizatio
of the excitons. We found that in contrast to static disord
which leads to a broadening of the exciton bandwidth,
namic disorder due to high frequency vibrational mod
leads to a reduction of the width of the exciton energy ba
Also, our polaron calculations showed that dynamic disor
reduces only slightly the exciton delocalization length~from
around 6 BChls to 5 BChls at room temperature!, confirming
previous results according to which the main mechanism
sponsible for exciton localization in LH-II rings is therm
averaging@29#.

By employing the cumulant expansion method, we cal
lated, in the framework of the polaron model, the absorpt
spectrum of the B850 BChl, with and without exciton co
pling, for a single phonon mode as well as for a distributi
of phonons. The absorption spectrum of the excitonic sys
coupled to a single high frequency phononv0 ~intramolecu-
lar vibronic mode! is given by a series of Diracd functions
~stick spectrum! with different weights. In order to obtain
realistic, broadened absorption spectrum, which can be c
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pared with the one measured experimentally, we had to
clude the effect of the entire phonon distribution through
phonon spectral densityJ(v). We have shown thatJ(v),
which accounts for both coupling strengths and frequenc
of the individual phonon components, can be determin
from the autocorrelation functionC(t) of the energy gap fluc-
tuations of individual BChls, readily available from our com
bined MD/quantum chemistry simulation. The compl
shape of the spectral densityJ(v) suggests that all, i.e., low
intermediate, and high frequency phonons contribute to
broadening of the absorption spectrum. We found that in
model only three inputs, namely autocorrelation functi
C(t), temperatureT, and optically active exciton levelek , are
needed to calculate the absorption spectrum. Considering
fact that these inputs come directly from our MD/QC calc
lations, and that we have no free parameters, the ove
agreement between the absorption and CD spectra obta
from the polaron model calculations and from experimen
remarkable.
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